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SUMMARY

Flight Simulator Technician with extensive experience in installation and maintenance is seeking 
employment in which he can use troubleshooting and repair skills. Would like to eventually move 
up to management. Enjoy challenges and working with people.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Management, Instructional Design, Instructional Design, Instructor, Supervisor.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Flight Simulator Technician
ABC Corporation  November 1992 – May 1993 
 Maintained Training Devices to regulatory and company standards, ensuring that devices are 

ready for training use.
 Performed pre-flight tasks.
 Performed preventative maintenance functions.
 Conducted troubleshooting and corrective maintenance activities on training devices.
 Performed training device updates (Software and Hardware).
 Ensured documentation procedures are completed.
 Provided total customer support service, that can include accompanying customers through 

instructor station training and during dry training operations.

Flight Simulator Technician
Delta Corporation  1987 – 1992 
 Achieving the rank of sergeant e-4 I was assigned to Offutt Air Force base Second Airborne 

Command and Control squadron.
 Operated and maintained the simulated airborne command post and launch control center.
 System was comprised of an Interdata 7-32 computer system, multiplexer system, and 

computer-controlled audio system.
 Its purpose was to train battle staff officers in command and control procedures.
 Maintain F4 flight simulators.
 Supervised various airmen during my career in Florida, England, Germany and North Carolina.
 Successfully employed the first visual systems used on the F4E Skills Used Electronics, 

Hydraulics, Mechanical and Computer Science technologies.

EDUCATION

Associates In Electrical Engineering Technology
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